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The epic tale of Sienna Preston continues in this second installment of the exhilarating Deception

Game series.Seventeen-year-old Sienna is no stranger to heartache and loss. But this time, it's

different; someoneâ€”or somethingâ€”has tampered with a loved one's memories, and she's

determined to get answers.The trail leads her to the glittering skyscrapers and modern luxuries of

Rubex, the Capital of Pacifica, where she infiltrates the government's Agency for Intelligence and

Genetics. But answers are not always easy to come by, especially when her own memories may

have been altered. Luckily, Zane Ryder is there to help her put the pieces back together, his

devotion and concern muddying the waters between friendship and something more.When Sienna

gets too close to uncovering dark Agency secrets, she's framed for the murder of a prominent

government official, sending her on the run. Sienna's heart may be torn about who she loves, but

none of that really matters anymoreâ€”because the only thing that awaits her now is a death

sentence.
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I would have given the book 5-stars but one reason took a one star off: Zane. I know a lot of people

are rooting for him in this book, but I'm not. He is a whiner. And I don't like guys that give a girl an

ultimatum, then walk away like a pissed off child. I don't mind a "love triangle" if it's done the right

way. And this author made us invested in one "love interest" in the first book, and now tries to

convince us that the "other one" is just as good. Not buying it. This Zane dude is a hot head who

needs to be "the one" or he takes the highway. That's like those friends you had during childhood

who would get mad and say "I'm not playing with you anymore!". He doesn't understand that Sienna

is conflicted and it's not easy to make a decision when put on the spot. I mean that ending....really?

And Sienna's last thought of him makes me not want to get the next book in the series. Too much,

trying to yo-yo between two guys. Not for me! Sorry!

I've often found that sequels in a story can tend to disappoint. What you loved in the first book isn't

quite there, or the author takes the story in a completely different direction than you were

anticipating. But I'm happy to report that isn't the case at all with Forgotten! If anything, I liked this

book even more than the first one. While we start out with the familiar setting from Cataylst, it isn't

long before we get to visit Rubex, a fancy metropolis next to the ocean. There's action, twists and

turns, and I found myself falling for the guy that I initially wasn't rooting for in Catalyst. Which is the

mark of a good love triangle done right, if you ask me! There's also heart ache (what good is a book

if it doesn't punch you in the feels?), and a certain predator we all fear when entering the

water...Lots to keep you flipping pages!

Mind. Blown. I honestly did not know how everything would play out after the cliffhanger ending of

CATALYST, the first book in this series. At the start of FORGOTTEN I was drawn right back into

Sienna Preston's world and felt just like I was meeting up with old friends. The heart pounding plot

twists and turns rival that of any roller coaster and I DID NOT WANT IT TO STOP. This book is the

best kind of adrenaline rush. Both Zane and Trey are deliciously swoonworthy, and it takes a

special kind of author to get me to question which characters I'm shipping. I should also note that

this is coming from a reader who reads 99% contemporary. It takes a lot to get me to pick up other

genres. I can't wait for the next installment and more from Kristin Smith!

Forgotten continues the story of Sienna Preston, a brave teenager who is determined to get to the

truth behind a genetic engineering experiment. She has the help of a guy named Zane, who is the



right amount "hunky" to make teen girls crush on him. Problem? She still has feelings for Trey. This

has everything fans of dystopian YA love: suspense, action, plenty of twists and turns, and a love

triangle!

Forgotten is even better than the first book, Catalyst. You think you know what is going to happen

next and something completely different suprises you. I could not put this book down and I was sad

when I saw I was getting closer and closer to the end. I wanted it to keep going. The rest of the

series can not come out soon enough. This is definitely one of my favorite book series!

Very happy!

Love the characters. Love the twists and turns of the plot. Love how it leaves you wanting more!

Next book in the series, please!

Catalyst left me wanting more! I was so excited when I saw Forgotten was available for purchase.

This did NOT disappoint! I could not put this one down either! Forgotten left me begging Kristin for

the release of the next one in the series!
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